Procedure to unpack a MIRRORLITE® Glassless Mirror

1) Lay box flat like a shirt box.
2) Cut perimeter tape between box top and bottom.
3) Remove/ lift the cover off the box.
4) Only using gloves (included), hold mirror from edge—like holding a painting from the sides. **DO NOT PRESS ON MIRROR SURFACE.**
5) Remove the MIRRORLITE® Glassless Mirror out of the box.
6) Remove the MIRRORLITE® Glassless Mirror foam corner inserts.
7) Turn mirror panel so that face is up. Peel masking tape and protective film from back of mirror. **DO NOT USE KNIFE OR SCISSORS—PULL TAPE BY TABS AT END.**
8) Remove the protective film liner that protects the MIRRORLITE® Glassless Mirror box. Lift the liner holding it at the four corners. **DO NOT SLIDE THE LINER OVER THE MIRROR SURFACE.**

Any questions please contact customer service at info@glasslessmirror.com